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Is the foundation of PROF/T

There is no system in a pr iscuous scattering of Bolts, Screws,

Tacks and Fine Tools over t shelves.

But there is lots of system in the

AMERICAN REVOLVING

BOLT AND SCREW CASE

Saves shelf room, time and monev, d makes all stock con

tained therein INSTANTLY AVAIL LE. We man f cture

sixte siz .ln an kind of wood and style of rinish sired.

Sold _' all holesa e Hardware Dealers.

SEND FOR 1)£SCRI/’T/Vli BOO/(LET.

The American Bolt & Screw Case Co.

DAYTON. OHIO, U. S. A.

  

  

 

Please mention HARDWARE when wrlting to advertisers.
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REVOLVING CATALOGUE CABINETS.

The American Bolt‘and Screw Case Co., Dayton. Ohio, have

added to their line of Dust-Proof Revolving Cabinets an ad

mirable one calculated to hold a number of catalogues, which is

something wanted in every thorough—going Hardware store,

and we present an illustration of the same herewith. These

Cabinets are made of thoroughly seasoned chestnut, and tin

isbed in natural-wood antique oak, golden oak. or mission, as

desired. They are made by first-class cabinet makers, are well

finished. occupy a small floor space, and are claimed to be the

most convenient Catalogue Cabinets ever placed on the market.

  

REVOLVING CATALOGUE CABINETS.

The fronts of the pigeon-holes in the revolving part are placed

in grooves. and slide up and down, and are provided with an

ingenious device to raise and lower and hold them in place

while in use. The pigeon-holes are made of ‘sufiicient size to

hold standard catalogues. They give the size of the pigeon

holes and the list prices of their regular stock cabinets, but

special-sized pigeon-holes and special-sized cabinets wil' be made

to order. An index card is furnished with each cabinet, so that

any catalogue can be easily found. They are making, also, a

larger cabinet of similar design and convenience that contains in

the base 18 drawers of 9 on a side, suitable for larger-size cata

logues, for the care and preservation of which this size was

added.
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Is the foundation of PROF/7

Tnere is no system in a promiscuous scattering of Bolts. Screws‘

Tacks and Fine Tools over (he shelves.

But there IS lots of system in the

AMERICAN REVOLVING

BOLT AND SCREW CASE

Saves shelf room, time and mone , and makes all stock con

tained therein INSTANTLY AVA! ABLE. W manufacl e

sixteen sizes, in an kind of wood and style 0! ish defilf -

Sold by all Wholesa e Hardware Dealers.

SEND FOR DESCR/I’TIVE BOOKLET.

The American Bolt & Screw Case @103

DAYTON. omo. u. s. A.

  

 

Pleue mention HABDWAII when writing to advertilerl.
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REVOLVING STOCK CASE FOR PLUMBERS' SPECIALTIES.

American Bolt & Screw Case Co., Dayton, Ohio, whose suc

cess is well known in establishing a standard case for Hard

ware stores and others, requiring a fitting place for the holding

of small articles in a systematic manner, have had abundant

scope given to the sale of one of their most important Revolv

ing Cases by adapting it to hold plumbers’ special fittings or fine

tools, and occupying a floor space of quite limited extent with

great convenience, as shown in the accompanying cut, where it

is shown in the. equally important work of holding carriage and

tire bolts. The tops and'bottoms are double, with the grain of

the wood crossed. glued and screwed together, and braced with

iron rods, which bind the whole firmly together, thus making it

strong enough to bear three times the weight that can be put in

to them, and by which means they revolve perfetctly true and

easy. When used for fine tools and plumbers’ requisites. they

have now perfected a locking device for' their cases. It is so ar

ranged that all the drawers can be locked and unlocked at one

time. There is a lever attached to the case on the under side

that is only accessible to the person behind the counter. By

pressing this lever down, it unlocks the drawers and engages in
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a catch, which holds it in this position until it is desired to lock

the drawers again, when by a slight touch the lever is disengaged,

and the drawers are locked again. When these cases are used

for fine. tools and other valuable articles they are provided with

  

THE STUCK CASE FOR SMALL TOOLS AND SPECIALTIES,

a lock and key, so that only the person having a key has access

to the drawers. The company have studied the use to which

these cases may be put by providing them for plumbers and ma

chine shops, bicycle and automobile shops, repair shops, pattern

shops, etc., for which they provide blank drawer-fronts equipped

with label holders, etc.


